Here’s what ALL Participants of Seton YM activities must agree to!
CODE OF CONDUCT for YOUTH participants:
1. I agree to treat other participants, leaders, staff, clients and residents with respect and understand that all adult leaders have the authority to discipline me.
2. I will always follow the schedule and guidelines given to me.
3. I understand that alcohol, weapons (including ALL knives), fireworks, tobacco products of any kind, illegal drugs and profane or abusive language are NOT
ALLOWED on any part of this activity. (Prescription drugs for minors must be dispensed by adult leader except inhaler.)
4. I understand that I represent SETON and other Catholic YOUTH MINISTRIES and agree to behave in a Christian and positive manner at all times. I further
agree to dress appropriately during this activity. (Shorts should be at least fingertip length).
5. Sexual indiscretion is prohibited at all times and in all cases (includes inappropriate touching).
6. No participant is allowed to leave before activity conclusion, without written parent permission
7. In the event of an emergency or other need to contact any participants, the staff must know where I can be located, therefore I agree to stay with my assigned
group at all times.
8. I agree to arrive no earlier than 10 minutes prior to scheduled start time of event and be picked up no later than 10 minutes after scheduled event conclusion.
By attending this function all participants agree to stay until the function’s conclusion, unless they have a medical emergency.
9. I realize that I, and my parents, will be financially responsible for any damage I do to others’ property, facilities or vehicles.
10. I understand that if I choose to violate any part of this “code of conduct”, I run the risk of having my parents notified by phone, or in person, and asked to pick
me up, immediately. (This determination will be left to the discretion of the event coordinator.)
11. I understand that if this is a “service” activity. I WILL be called to WORK!
12. NAMETAGS must be worn and visible AT ALL TIMES.

“Basic” required duties of an Adult Leader:








Be willing to facilitate activities with Youth under my supervision. (Facilitation training and instruction will be provided)
Must be 21 years or older and have completed “Safe Environment” process and training in their home parish.
If driving youth in personal vehicle, must complete “Volunteer Driver” form and provide copy of current driver’s license and vehicle insurance card to Parish
Youth Ministry coordinator
Have a vehicle in good working conditions with properly functioning seatbelts, brakes, tires and wiper blades.
Agree to participate in all planned activities, unless other arrangements have been made with Parish MP Coordinator.
Pray for all participants of the event!

I understand my primary function during the event is to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all youth participants in a safe and faith-filled environment – especially, but not limited to, those in your group.
 I will know the whereabouts of all youth in my charge at all times…including breaks.
 I will be assertive, while compassionate, in guiding the young people with whom I work.

